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Capes for Kids Give New Hope

By Grace Deneen

Veterans Speak of Service and Sacrifice

Fashion and Faith at NWC
By James Jordano

Kimberly Sanders

By Emma Deneen
On Monday, November 12th,
2012, Northwest Catholic
High School opened its
doors to two veterans of the
United States Armed Forces
in observance of Veteran’s
Day. Students and teachers
had the honor of hearing
Kenneth Boudreau, a member
of the NWC School Board,
and Gerard Mullane ’76 speak
about their experiences in the
military, as well as the lessons
they learned throughout
their service. They also took
time to speak to individual
history classes, in addition to
answering students’ questions
during the assembly.
Boudreau spoke first about
his experience in the Marine
Corps. After graduating from
the University of Hartford,
he was commissioned as a
second lieutenant and later
worked as a foreign observer.
He served for four years and,
after going to Vietnam, ended
his service as a Captain.
Boudreau emphasized how
much he enjoyed serving as
a Marine, and highlighted
several important values he
learned as well. These virtues
of duty, commitment, honor,
and teamwork help Boudreau
in his life even today, evident
in his professional success.
For the last thirty years since
completing his service, he
has owned his own staffing
service in Connecticut.

On Thursday evening, December 6th, 2012 , sixty-two
juniors and sixteen seniors
were inducted as new members into the National Honor
Society (NHS) in the Rice
Auditorium of Northwest
Catholic High School. Walking to the music “Lead Me,
Lord” the inductees entered
the ceremony with the light
from their candles showing
the way. These candles symbolized the handing down of
the torch of the National Honors Society and the responsibility that comes with it to
the new members. Becoming
a member of this society is a
wonderful honor and a great
accomplishment for these students. Mrs. Margaret R. Williamson, Principal and Chief
Administrator of NWC, spoke
to the audience about the history of the National Honors
Society and the importance
of learning about the history
of the Society. Mrs. Williamson reminded the inductees

Gerard Mullane ‘76 and Kenneth Boudreau answered students’s
questions about military service, family and faith.
Speaking after Boudreau was
experiences, serving others as
Mullane, who went straight
an army officer, reinforced the
to the United States Military
value of pursuing a mission
Academy at West Point after
that you are passionate about,
graduating from Northwest
in an environment that is
Catholic High School.
consistent with your values.
Mullane ‘76 graduated in the
We all have a responsibility to
class of 1980, earning a BS. He give back, to leave the world
was then on active duty from
a slightly better place and
1980-1987, serving at several
to live our lives in service of
bases around the country as
those less fortunate.” Mullane
well as overseas, eventually
and Boudreau concluded their
becoming a Field Artillery
presentations by reminding
Captain. Following his
us all that we are fortunate to
service, Mullane went on to
be Americans, to be free, and
earn an MBA from Dartmouth that it is an honor to serve
College in 1989 and has
those who aren’t. Throughout
worked for Vanguard ever
the day, students signed
since. He advocated the
large cards, made by the
importance of responsibility
Global Awareness Club, to be
and accountability, as well as
delivered to veterans in VA
encouraged students to create Hospitals in Rocky Hill and
their own unique paths in life
West Haven. These activities
by following their passions.
were all an important
Of his military service,
reminder of those who serve
Mullane said, “My leadership our country in uniform.

of what the founders of the
society wanted the group to
stand for and accomplish.
By providing a background
and greater appreciation for
the NHS, the new members
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minated in a silent procession
in which twenty-six students
Everything changed on the
placed a candle on the stage
Friday morning of December
of the Rice Auditorium to
14th at Sandy Hook Elemenrepresent each of the victims
tary School in Newtown, Conkilled at Sandy Hook School.
necticut. TwentyAs the week
six lives, consisting
continued,
of six female teachNWC added
ers, eight boys, and
other activitwelve girls, were
ties to their
taken to heaven
prayers by
on that day. The
becoming inentire state of Convolved with
necticut remains
the Capes
stunned at the fact
for Kids
that the students
Campaign.
and faculty of Sand
The project
Hook Elementary
began with
Northwest Catholic makes capes for a cause.
School lost their
Camie Beebe
lives so suddenly,
Mollica
and horrifically. Through this
The next day, students,
’94, whose six-year-old son
tragedy, sparks of heroism
faculty and staff were encour- remarked that the students at
and bravery grew to bright
aged to wear green and white Sandy Hook were like sulights that gave hope to all.
– the school colors of Sandy
perheroes. The remark gave
The Northwest Catholic
Hook Elementary – as they
Mollica’s older daughter the
community wanted to congathered for a school-wide
idea of giving a superhero
tinue as a beacon of hope
prayer service. Organized by
cape to every student from
for the Sandy Hook commuthe ACTS class, the service
Sandy Hook. Word made its
nity. They responded to this
offered prayers and songs of
way to Elizabeth Lynch Oates
tragedy in a number of ways.
consolation in the face of such ’94, Chair of the Fine Arts
Communicating via text and
tragic events. The service culcontinued on page 3...

Inductees hold their candles
became better prepared to
carry on the intended purpose
of the society. Since the society is exclusive and accepts
only students deemed to be
prepared enough to accept the
responsibility of becoming a
member, the process by which
continued on page 3...

committed herself to purity
for the one she loved. Leah
found this man and was just
married last summer. Her
presentation style made her
more of a friend and fellow
high-school student talking
to the students. The student
body raved about her talk in
conversation as well as social
networks, especially Twitter.
After school, there was wave

Leah Darrow came to
Northwest Catholic to share
her story of redirecting her
life onto the right path. When
she was young, Leah wanted
to do something great,
although she was unsure of
exactly what. She grew up
loving fashion and eventually
became a model, appearing
on America’s Next
Top Model. She
thought she made
it to the top when
she was on the red
carpet surround
by famous actors
and actresses
and saw herself
on billboards.
She soon came to
realize this was not
the case. At a photo
shoot, Leah had an
Leah Darrow, the “Faithful Fashionista” disepiphany, seeing
cussed
the importance of chastity and modesty
that she needed to
in modern life.
reform her life. As
she walked out of that photo
of tweets directed towards
shoot, the director told her
Leah, with her replying to
that she would be nothing
the vast majority, if not all,
and her modeling career
of them. The respect was
would be over. Leah simply
mutual, with Leah tweeting,
replied, “Do you promise?”
“Northwest Catholic High
This was the beginning of
School in West Hartford, CT
Leah’s life change. From here
... seriously, you’re pretty
she went back to the Church
darn cool. Thanks for the
and God, finding her true
warm welcome!” Many also
self on the way. The focus
said that they hope to see her
of her talk was chastity and
again next year. Leah is not
the sacredness of human
a conventional speaker, but
sexuality. She explained
her message was one that
that although she realized
resonated and affected many
this after it was too late, she
Northwest Catholic students.
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social media over the weekend, many students wore
blue and yellow – the colors
of Newtown High School – as
an act of solidarity with that
community.
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By Jessica Jordano

New NHS Induction
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Editorials

Letter from the Editor-in-Chief
Everyone was afraid and nervous and, as we all went home
for the weekend, many of us turned to social media to talk
I never really worried about my safety at school so far, in
about the emotions brewing in us. Social media sites were
my twelve years of education. However, the Newtown
flooded with posts, tweets, and text messages flew as we
tragedy on Friday, the fourteenth of December was an event
learned more about the events in Newtown. The topic was
that made me question this. I did not question my safety
trending heavily online and, in a way, it served as our coping
because of lack in trust of my school but
method. Our generation has learned
because I was confronted by the reality
to express ourselves online and
I’d always lived in. In other words, I
this was really the first time we
lost some of my innocence in knowing
had faced such an event in the age
that these things can happen and that
of Twitter and Facebook. Anyone
not everyone in the world is good. It
who was deeply affected by the
was a day that will live in the memory
tragedy posted about it, whether
of my generation for the rest of our
they knew someone in the school
lives; not unlike 9/11 or the Kennedy
or community, or felt the events of
assassination were milestone events
the day affected them personally.
in lives of our teachers, parents, and
We used social media to organize an
grandparents.
unofficial expression of solidarity
It was a typical Friday morning until
with the residents of Newtown by
lunchtime; everyone was talking about
wearing the colors of Newtown
what they had either read online or
High School on Monday morning.
seen on social media. There were few
Thus, by the time we got to school
details but it was clear that something
As our community gathered in prayer, twenty-six on Monday morning, there was not
horrifying had happened. At first, there candles were lit in memory of those who died at the an outpouring of discussions about
was a numbness that came with this
the tragedy; we had gotten much
Sandy Hook School.
news because it seemed too terrible to
of our worries out of our systems,
be real. It was one of the few times I wanted this information
made public expressions of condolence and made a decision
to be merely a rumor but unfortunately that was not the
about how we could begin to respond before we got to school
case. As the details of this terrible situation began to unfold,
on Monday.
it seemed to just get worse. First there was the knowledge
Specifically over that weekend, condolences were given to
of a man breaking into an elementary school in Newtown,
the families of those twenty-six people that died along with
Connecticut, and then that some staff members and students
the other people that survived in the Sandy Hook shooting,
were killed. This, sadly, turned out to be correct, and not
that they will be able to go on with their lives in peace.
exaggerated; it had been a massacre.
Unfortunately, the past cannot be changed but it is how
As both a student and a resident of Connecticut, I couldn’t
Newtown, the state of Connecticut, and the country as whole
help but imagine that it could have been our school.
respond to this incident that defines who we are.
Kimberly Sanders

By Jenna Jordano

Nicholas’s Notes

Google Images

In each issue, a space will be dedicated to a reflection of our identity with the sign of Christ. School and work will begin now that
as a Catholic Christian community. It is named for St. Nicholas of
this liturgy is over, and the black marks on our foreheads will
Myra, patron saint of students.
be a cause for discussion, for double takes, and for witness.
The liturgical season of Lent, forty days of fasting and prayer So Lent begins.
preceding Easter, begins on February 13th. Lent begins with
Every year in the middle of a week in late winter we go to
Ash Wednesday, when we will gather for Mass as well as
Church and have the ashes smudged upon our clean forethe distribution of ashes. People of all ages receive ashes in
heads. Every year the churches are filled to overflowing with
the form of a cross on their foreheads. As the people who are
the regulars and the not-so-regulars. Why do we still undergo
distributing ashes make the Sign of the Cross, they say: Turn
this ritual of ashes that is centuries old, as old as the prophets
away from sin and be faithful to the gospel (adapted from
who pleaded with God’s people to turn back from sin and
Mark 1:15) or Remember, man, you are dust
toward God? We go because we need to
and to dust you will return (adapted from
go, because at least once a year we need
Genesis 3:19). The ashes are made of the
to be reminded that our deepest hunger is
palm remaining from the previous year’s
the hunger for God.
Palm Sunday of the Lord’s Passion.
Lent is a gift that the Church in her wisThe three traditional pillars of Lenten obserdom celebrates every year. It is a gift of
vance are prayer, fasting, and the reading of
time, a gift of contemplation, and a gift of
Scripture. The Church asks us to surrender
quiet so that we may listen to the Word,
ourselves to prayer and to the reading of
who whispers to us to come back to the
Scripture, to fasting and to giving alms.
God who created us. It encourages us
Catholics between the ages of eighteen and
to turn away from the noise and overfifty-nine should fast on Ash Wednesday
indulged appetites so that we may underand Fridays in Lent, if their health allows
stand the hunger that can be filled—with
them to do so. Sundays are not prescribed
the grace of God—only by prayer, fasting,
days of fasting.*
and giving to the poor.
The following reflection on Ash Wednesday and The cross of ashes is a reminder to turn away So we go to our parish churches once
the season of Lent was written by Julianne B.
a year to have crosses signed upon our
from sin and be faithful to the Gospel
McCullagh, Director of Family Life Ministry at
faces. It is in this same manner that, when
St. Philip the Apostle Church in Lewiston, TX.**
the Gospel is proclaimed, we take our right thumbs, trace
The black ash is wet and cold. A practiced thumb stamps
three crosses, and pray: may the word of God be in my mind,
us with two intersecting lines of burnt palms from last year.
on my lips, and in my heart. The prayer of the whole Church,
Those gathered at Mass walk back up the aisle to their places
the Body of Christ, is that each year the sign of the cross penas we await the dismissal. Looking around, I see so many
etrates a little deeper and moves us toward fuller conversion
faces: young, old, teens, mothers, fathers, and single people.
toward the light of Christ.
Some faces I recognize from Sunday Mass; some faces I don’t
*http://www.loyolapress.com/finding-god-in-ash-wednesday.htm
recognize. We join in singing the recessional hymn as Father
**http://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/liturgical-resources/lent/
progresses slowly toward the doors of the church.
questions-and-answers-about-lent.cfm
Then we go out into the morning air to start our day, marked
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Linguists National Honor Society Induction
Honored

Fitzpatrick, the chairman of
Social Studies department at
students are chosen to be
NWC. Mr. Fitzpatrick providmembers is not an easy one.
ed a wonderful lighthearted
Even if a student manages
conclusion to the ceremony
to uphold the mandatory
by inspiring the members to
3.5 cumulative grade point
“wear our robes loosely” in
average, he or she
our daily lives.
must also prove
By saying this,
that he or she posMr. Fitzpatrick
sess and display
was referring to
the qualities that
the Bible pasare required of
sage that speaks
all members. The
of Jesus wearing
four qualities emhis robes loosely
phasized by the
so that others
National Honors
could reach out
Society are characand gain some of
ter, service, leaderhis goodness for
ship, and scholarthemselves. Usship. Depicted
ing this passage
by the letters “C,
to tie into the
S, L, S” on the
NHS, the “loose
Mr. Fitzpatrick concludes the ceremony
National Honor
robes” represent
Society banner
the goodness that
during the ceremony, these
importance of scholarship.
is given off through character,
qualities represent that the
The words of advice given
service, leadership, and scholpurpose of the Society is to
by these senior leaders were
arship that members should
acknowledge those who do
the perfect combination of
strive to portray. These 78
their best to excel in the most
encouragement and guidance
newly inducted members of
important aspects of student
for the inductees to take to
the National Honor Society
life. The four officers of the
heart and carry with them on
deserved the recognition they
NHS each spoke about one
their journey as new members achieved through their hard
of the four pillars and why
of the National Honor Sociwork, service, and dedication
they are important for memety. The final speaker in the
and will continue to lead the
bers to exhibit and promote.
NHS ceremony was Mr. Paul
way.

By Jenna Jordano

On January 24th, Northwest
Catholic inducted thirty-one
new students into its respective chapters of the World
Language Honor Societies.
The evening ceremony feature
recitations of the “Our Father”
in French, Spanish, and Latin
represnting each of the Honor
Societies into which students
would be inducted.
School Librarian Mrs. Helga
Phillips who was born in Germany and is a fluent speaker
of the language was the
event’s keynote speaker. She
stressed the value of knowing a second language, telling
the inductees, “You have
been given a unique opportunity to relate verbally with
confidence, to build bridges
between nations, peoples, and
communities.”
To qualify for membership,
students had to be juniors
or seniors with a 4.0 grade
point average in their foreign
language of study as well as
a minimum cumulative GPA
of 2.67 in all of their other
classes.

Vice President Julia Crawford
discussed leadership, Secretary Caroline O’Neill gave her
insights on service, Treasurer
Alison Connors spoke about
character, and President Ryan
Murphy emphasized the
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...continued from page 1

By Maggie Rose

Virgina Murphy

Virginia Murphy

By Jenna Jordano

New skeletal models give students hands on
experience with human body systems.

Capes
...continued from page 1
Department, who reached
out to the NWC community.
Within twenty-four hours,
student, parent and alumni
donations were so generous
that the project was expanded
to include all elementary and
intermediate school students
in Newtown: 3,200 capes in
all.
The effort was aided by Sadie
Martinez ’13, who made
bracelets for her friends to
commemorate the victims of
the tragedy. They featured
green and white beads including twenty faux pearls to signify the children whose lives
were taken. The bracelets
were sold as quickly as Sadie
could make them and all proceeds went to the Capes for
Kids Campaign.
Mrs. Oates said of the many
students who offered their
support for this project,
“They feel productive and
helpful. We all want to show
love and support for the families, the children, the teachers,
the first responders of Newtown. This is a tangible, active
way to show them our love
and support.”

Mock Trial Triumphs

Joy Rides and Body-Builders
Dr. Luddy’s Physics classes celebrated the end
of the first semester with a joy ride. Students
assembled in the Stosuy Gym to zoom across
the gym floor on Dr. Luddy’s homemade
hovercraft. The contraption, the components
of which included a large inner-tube and a
leaf-blower, demonstrates many of the basic
principles the physics classes learn in the first
semester: friction, pressure, centripetal acceleration, and force.
Friction is normally the enemy of flying. As
Dr. Luddy explained, “Air hockey would
not be fun if friction stopped the puck in
a short distance.” It’s the blower that cuts
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Nick Kearney ‘13 tests some of Newton’s Laws
down on the friction and makes the craft
hover using air pressure. Centripetal acceleration really adds the fun to the equation: using
a rope, the students accelerate the craft in a
circle utilizing centripetal acceleration to create
a wild ride.
The hard work, or force, which sends the
physics students zooming across the floor
comes from the person at the other end of the
rope.
Dr. Luddy explains, “Newton’s Laws tell us
that to maintain the centripetal acceleration,
we must provide a constant force to the rope.
It is quite a workout!”
In other science department news, you may
have noticed a lot of extra bodies in Mr. Crowley’s Human Body Systems class. The students
have been working with brand new skeletal
models to understand the cells, tissues, and
systems of the body. Students are able to use
clay to form the muscles, brain, and other
organs and essentially build their own bodies.
It gives the students hands-on experience with
the human body systems they study in class.
According to Mrs. Murphy, “They are really
neat!”

The Mock Trial Team had a
heartbreaking case before
them this year: State of New
Justice v. Samantha Oddington. It involved the accidental death of two-year-old
Amy, the granddaughter of
the defendant; Samantha
was charged with reckless
homicide after giving Amy
prescription cold medication
meant for Amy’s sister. Both
the defense and prosecution teams appeared in New
Britain Superior Court before
a select panel of judges.
Facing Ellington High
School’s defense team, the
NWC prosecution received
well-earned accolades and
solid scores from the judges,
who said how “very impressed” they were with the
witnesses’ credibility and
with the attorneys’ stellar
preparation. Prosecution
team members included

Attorneys Sadie Martinez
’13, Shawn Carlson ’14, and
Sarah Pranaitis ’14 and witnesses Makiah Coley ’15, Julia
Fountain ’14, and Kyle Brooks
’15. Competing in the second
round against Conard High
School, the NWC defense
team triumphed. Superior
Court Judge Erlander said
that it had been a “privilege”
to witness their performance.
Attorneys James Jordano
’15, Will Brown ’13, and Alex
Houton ’13 were masterful in
their sharp cross-examination
questions to Conard’s witnesses. Acting as witnesses for
the defense were Ryan Poole
’14, Ramone Clahar ’14, and
Brianna Cowan ’14 whose
testimonies were authoritative and poignant. The judges
found the witnesses so compelling that they were “nearly
moved to tears.” Monique
Miller ensured the efficiency
of the trials as both bailiff and
timekeeper.

The Mock Trial Team gathers after a rigorous day in court.
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Bands, Choirs
and Dancers Rock Around the Christmas Tree
presenting the Chamber Choir job on her solo. The first band favorite came next with a new birth. The Wind Ensemble
to sing, “Dance and Sing for
the Lord Will Be With Us”
composed by Hal Hopson.
Their enthusiasm livened
up the crowd by having
them clap their hands to the
beat of the song. Following
them was the Jazz Choir,
who had received honorable
mention at the Berkeley
Boston Festival of Music
and showed their talent.

Art Rich Photography

On the evening of December
17th, the Northwest Catholic
music department put on
their annual Christmas
Production. The Richard Rice
Auditorium was decorated
seasonally, the edges of the
stage lined with white lights
and a beautiful Christmas tree
on either side. The concert
began with Megan Curran

Big Band’s saxophone section hits all the right notes.
‘13 dedicating the concert to
those affected by the tragedy
at Sandy Hook Elementary
School. Mr. Avery, Director of
Choral Studies, followed by

They sang a jazz/swing
combination song written by
Deke Sharon called “It Don’t
Mean a Thing”, and Olivia
Fenton ‘15 did an amazing

came on stage and continued
the jazz theme with the Jazz
Ensemble. They played the
well known Christmas classic,
“A Charlie Brown Christmas”
perfectly, with solos on the
piano by Peter Chapman
‘16, and Sean Oleaz ‘15, and
Chris Mangine ‘14 on the
saxophone. The Women’s
Choir came after them singing
three different songs. Their
best was “Walking in the Air”
arranged by Audrey Snyder.
Multi-talented Abbie Reed
‘13 played the flute and sang
beautifully along with the
rest of the choir. The last to
play before intermission was
the Big Band. “Barnburner”
was the second song that they
played, composed by Les
Hooper. Matt Goldman ‘16
impressively had two solos
on the saxophone, along with
Justin Drisdelle ‘15 and Meg
Curran.
Right after intermission,
Concert Band stepped
on stage. Although the
band made up of mostly
underclassmen, they held
their own. Their best
song was “Peacemaker
March”, arranged by James
Swearingen. The crowd

student run group named
strongly played “The Great
Fool’s Gold. The
quartet consisted of
Abbie Reed, Olivia
Fenton, Sara Ball
‘13, and Savannah
Gaston ‘13 and sang
“White Christmas”
and the favorite by
far, “Lollypop” by
Beverly Ross and
Julius Dixon. Dr.
Nasta then came on
and presented the
String Ensemble. His
students presented
him with a thank
you speech for
his eleven years
of service to them
Kevin Kearns ‘16 plays the tin whistle.
and the school,
this being his last Christmas
Locomotive Chase”, a favorite
Concert with Northwest. The
by many of the students in
ensemble represented him
the band. The last production
well playing “Jesus, Joy of
of the evening put everyone
Man’s Desiring” despite one
in the holiday spirit, with a
person missing due to the flu
Christmas medley of classic
and one person’s violin string songs by everyone in the
breaking seconds before
Music Department and the
playing. The Concert Choir
audience. “The band as a
and Wind Ensemble finished
whole has improved and
up the night well. Concert
come so far over the years,
Choir played “Slumber
this concert displayed that
Song” because it is traditional perfectly,” said Shawn
to play lullabies during
Carlson 14 after the concert
Christmas in honor of Jesus’
was over.
Art Rich Photography

By Jackie Klingman

Wilde’s Wordplay and Witticisms on NWC’s Stage
who insists that he “make a
definite effort to produce at
any rate one parent, of either
sex, before the season is quite
over.” To further complicate
matters Jack discovers that
Algernon became engaged to
Cecily by pretending to be the
ne’er-do-well Ernest. By intermission, both women believe
themselves to be engaged to a
man named Ernest Worthing.
This case of mistaken identity
comes to a head when the
two young women meet for
tea and realize they both are
engaged to the same man.
The tension could be cut with
a knife as Reed’s Gwendolen

proper Victorian Lady. A star
among the women in the cast
was Olivia Fenton ’15, who
played Cecily’s scatterbrained
tutor, Miss Prism. Fenton’s
Prism had a hilarious singsong voice and an obvious
crush on the local clergyman,
Dr. Chasuble, played by Ryan
DeFranzo ’14. In the play’s final scene, when it appears no
one will be marrying anyone,
Miss Prism proves to be the
missing piece of the identity puzzle; it was she who
misplaced the baby in the
handbag all those years ago.
Jack’s true identity is finally
revealed; his name really is

Aat Rich Photography

gotten himself into trouble
again. When Jack is in the city,
The Importance of Being
he goes by the name Ernest,
Earnest. It is the story of two
which is the name by which
young men, Jack Worthing,
his lady love, Gwendolen
Fairfax, played by Abbie Reed ’13, knows
him. Both Jack and
Algernon struggle to
keep the freedom their
alter-egos provide,
while still pleasing
their romantic interests. Hatch made a
compelling Jack; always slightly cranky,
always frustrated by
Algernon’s inability to
take life seriously. Lusardi’s Algernon was
the perfect counterpoint to the irascible
Hatch; Algernon is
cheerful and virtually
Abbie Reed ‘13 confidently takes the stage.
always eating. The
played by Adrian Hatch ’13,
gentlemen’s culinary and othand Algernon Moncrieff,
er needs were seen to by their
played by Dan Lusardi ’13,
servants, played with grace
who are, by all appearances
and deference by TJ Lowe ‘13
proper English gentlemen.
and Savannah Gaston ‘13.
Both men, however, are leadThe play takes a compliing double lives. Algernon
cated turn after Jack becomes
lives in London, but when he
engaged to Gwendolen and
wants to escape to the counmust face her mother: the
try, he claims to be visiting
formidable Lady Bracknell,
his very sick, and entirely
played to imperious perfecfictitious, friend Mr. Bunbury.
tion by Sarah Ball ’13. It turns
Jack lives in the country and
out that Jack was adopted,
is guardian to a young womor rather, found in a handan, Cecily Cardew, played by
bag, by the man who became
Danielle Lewczyk ’13. When
his father. In an age when a
Jack wants to go to the city
respectable family history was
and have fun, he claims that
a prerequisite to marriage,
his younger brother, Ernest,
Jack’s lack of one will not pass
who also doesn’t exist, has
muster with Lady Bracknell,
Art Rich Photography

By Connor Giblin

Adrian Hatch ‘13 and Dan Lusardi ‘13 become their characters.
and Lewczyk’s Cecily pass
the muffins when what they
really want to do is tear out
each other’s hair. Both young
women were dazzling in
their respective parts; as Cecily, Lewzcyk was naïve but
charming, and Reed’s Gwendolen was every inch the

Ernest and he and Algernon
really are brothers. All of the
actors expertly managed the
wordplay and dramatic irony
for which Wilde is so wellknown. The Importance of Being Earnest was very amusing
for all that watched.

A Preview

By Maggie Rose

At press time, the Dramateurs
had just begun rehearsals
for this year’s Spring Musical: Singin’ in the Rain. The
film, starring song and dance
legend Gene Kelly, celebrates
its sixtieth anniversary this
year and tells the story a
group of Hollywood performers caught up in the transition
from silent films to “talkies.” Gene Kelly appeared as
fictional silent film star Don
Lockwood, a part that will be
taken up by Dan Lusardi ‘13.
Lockwoods on-screen lady
love is Lina Lamont, to be
played by Danielle Lewcsyk
‘13, and both have their own
difficulties maving the move
to talking pictures; it turns
out that Lina is particularly
ill-suited to talking in public.
To save his career, Lockwood
enlists the help of pal Cosmo,
to be played by Ryan DeFranzo ‘14, and ingenue - and true
object of his affection - Kathy
Seldon, to be played by Olivia
Fenton ‘15.
The musical features some
of the most iconic scenes in
the history of film, including
Gene Kelly swinging from
a lamp post in the musical’s
title song.
Singin’ in the Rain will appear
in the Rice Auditorium on
Friday and Saturday, April 5th
and 6th at 7:30pm and Sunday,
April 7th, at 2:00pm.
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A Spotlight on AP Studio Art
to complete.
J’Leen Diaz ‘13: J’Leen has
AP Studio Art is a rigorous
been creating works of art
art course that is designed for
since she was a child. Her
students who are interested in
stepfather is a tattoo artist,
the practical experience of art.
and they always had art
Each student must complete
forms in her house growing
a portfolio for examination
up. J’Leen’s medium
at the end of the year in
is clay, and she
place of a written exam.
will be creating
Each portfolio must have
several sculptures.
three components; quality,
Her concentration
concentration, and breadth.
is mythological
Each portfolio is reviewed
creatures. Her
by a minimum of three and
inspiration stems
a maximum of seven artistfrom her lifelong
educators, and each section of
love of fabled beasts.
the portfolio has equal weight
“I’ve always loved
Gabby Garcia ‘13 add finishing touches
in determining the student’s
and had a passion
to her work
score. Northwest Catholic is
for mythological
proud to have six extremely
my love for doing makeup.
creatures.” J’Leen will be
talented artists who will be
The most interesting feature
attending school next year for
submitting their portfolios
of people is their eyes.
set designing. Her favorite
in May for examination.
They’re so expressive.” She
movie set is from Alice in
These artists work every day
will be working with varied
Wonderland.
during H period in the art
mediums; mostly painting
Yinong Tao ‘13: Yinong has
room, under the direction and and drawing, but some
been drawing ever since
guidance of Mrs. Oates.
charcoal may be included.
he was a young boy when
Allie Lacouture ‘13: Allie is a
Gabby will not be attending
his father taught him how
passionate artist who became
college as an art major, but
to draw. “My father truly
serious about pursuing art in
is planning to minor in it.
instilled in me a great love
her sophomore year. She said, She explains that art will be
and passion for art.” His
“I had always liked to doodle, a hobby or potential second
concentration for his portfolio
and my parents encouraged
job for her. Her favorite artist
is architecture. He will be
me to pursue it further. Now
is Georgia O’Keeffe, who has
working with pencil as his
art is my thing. I love doing
created many iconic paintings medium. His main source of
it.” Allie’s concentration for
that revolutionized modern
inspiration is M.C Escher, a
her portfolio is musicians
art in her time. Gabby’s
famous Dutch graphic artist
from the U.K, with one per
personal favorite painting
known for his mathematically
decade, all the way from the
of her own design is one she
inspired works. “His blending
1960’s until now. The medium drew of a charcoal eye. It is a
of mathematics and art is
she is mainly working with
part of her portfolio that she
masterful and creative.”
is acrylic. “My inspiration
is submitting.
Yinong will be attending
for my theme is that I have
Becky Hwang ‘13: Becky, an
college next fall as an
always liked music, but I
international student from
architecture major. He hopes
am better at art. I am able
Korea, has been creating art
to one day be a successful
to express both of my loves
practically since she was
architect, designing creative
through this portfolio.” She
born. “Art was always around yet practical buildings. His
credits both Mr. Luddy and
me from the instant I was
favorite art course that he
Mrs. Oates with continued
born.” The concentration of
has taken at Northwest
her portfolio
is photography. “I really
reflects this.
enjoyed working with the
Becky will be
cameras.”
concentrating
T.J Lowe ‘13: T.J started out
on “everything
at Northwest in Art 1, and
about herself,
has since taken Art 2,3, and
everything that
currently Studio Art. “I was
inspires her.”
inspired my sophomore year
She draws her
to pursue art as an occupation
inspiration
by my neighbor, Shannon
from the
Crawford ‘11, who went to
media, videos,
RISD. Before then, I didn’t
Allie Lacouture ‘13, working on her project
and random
realize it was possible to
pictures she
take something I love and
encouragement throughout
sees on the internet. Becky
make a career out of it. I will
her high school art and music
is working with several
hopefully be attending college
career. “They’re like my fairly
different mediums; acrylic,
as an art major next fall.” T.J’s
oddparents.” Allie is planning oil, pencil, pastel, water color,
concentration is the intricacies
on going to school to study
and colored pencil. Becky’s
of the human body, and he
fine arts, and would like to
favorite artists include Frieda
is working with charcoal on
pursue a career in art therapy
Kahlo and Lee Jae Suk, a
newsprint for his medium.
once she graduates. Her
famous Korean graphic
T.J’s favorite period of art
favorite picture that she has
designer. Her favorite work of is the Renaissance, which is
ever created was a painting
art is a poster that she created, where he got the idea for his
of Sherri Dupree, an Indie
entitled “goes around…comes concentration. He considers
rock musician. “It made me
around.” It is about war in
Michelangelo the greatest
realize that I wanted to be
Korea. She was inspired by
Renaissance artist of all
an artist one day.” Her art is
Lee Jae Suk to pursue this
time, and also explains that
often influenced by Norman
career. Her favorite painting
Michelangelo is a personal
Rockwell, one of her favorite
that she has ever created is
favorite of his. T.J’s favorite
artists.
one that she painted in Korea. work of art is “The Fountain”
Gabby Garcia ‘13: Gabby did
It is an oil painting of eyes,
by Marcel Duchamp. The
not start out as a naturally
and in the eye pupil is a big
fountain was a urinal that
talented artist. She has
flower. It is a mixed media
Duchamp converted into a
worked diligently at it ever
creation that took one month
fountain.
Kimbery Sanders

since she was a child and
realized that she wanted to be
a fashion designer. “I couldn’t
draw, so I was determined
to learn how to.” Gabby’s
concentration is eyes and eye
makeup. “I was inspired by

Kevin LeBlanc ‘14

By Alice D’Arcangelo
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Recital Wows the Crowd
By Liza Oakley
December 11th was Northwest
Catholic’s annual Winter
Art Show and Dance Recital.
There were many activities to
enjoy that night from looking
at all the creative art work to
enjoying the holiday themed
dance recital.
The Dance Recital was a
delight to watch. The girls
who performed in the dance
repertory class pieces were
Ariana Caruso ‘15, Allison
Coffey ‘15, Olivia Fenton ‘15,
Kelly Geelan ‘14, and Mary
Papandrea ‘16. Alicia Moran
‘16, Vaniah Delancy ‘16,
and Alicia Palmer ‘16 were

very proud of what they
have accomplished. High
expectations were set by the
show in the winter, but the
dancers will work harder
to make the spring recital
even better! This night truly
showcased the capabilities of
the individuals in the dance
program.
In the Art Show there was
work from eight different
classes. From Crafts, to
Photography, to AP Studio
Art there was a lot to see
and admire. The artwork
displayed included projects
students had been working
on during the first semester
of the school year. Each

Art Rich Photography
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Members of the dance progam finish with a graceful flourish.
class had different styles of
the introduction to dance
projects that the students
performers. There was a total
had been working on. Some
of six numbers and also a
students were assigned to
special cameo appearance
create a piece of work using
by Mr. Avery as the Grinch
just pen and ink. One of the
and Adrian Hatch as the
major standout pieces in the
Grinch’s dog. This mini-skit
Art Show was J’Leen Diaz’s
got everyone laughing in
Godzilla clay sculpture. It was
the audience. Ms. Smith, the
an impressive piece to look at.
dance program instructor,
Everyone’s artwork that was
said she “always loves to
in the show was amazing; it
incorporate Mr. Avery into
was apparent that they all
the show.” However, this did
worked extremely hard on
not steal the spotlight from
the many different types of
the dancers. The girls were
projects.
all very poised and graceful
The Art and Dance Show this
while performing their
year was a great success! It
routines.
had a wonderful atmosphere
One favorite of the night
and showcased the students’
was the opening number
many talents.
of the show that featured
a collaboration between
both dance classes.
Dancing to “The
Prayer,” the
performers made it
look effortless. Kelly
Geelan, the dance
captain, had a difficut
solo performance
that she executed
to perfection. She
danced to “Little Saint
Nick”. If you were not
yet in the Christmas
spirit before the show,
you most certainly
were after watching
the girls perform.
All the dancers
did a fantastic job
“Godzilla” by J’Leen Diaz ‘13
and should be
Angela Miguel ‘15
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Inside Out: Mrs. Boyle, Tyler Stites, Chayla Alston-Smith, Connor Krikawa
Mrs. Boyle: I went to
Catholic school from Pre-K to
Graduate School.

TS: Food, water, and air.

Tyler Stites: I am good at
writing poetry.
Chayla Alston-Smith: I am an
insomniac but still happy all
the time.
Connor
Krikawa: I
own many
leather-bound
books.

BB: The Downton Abbey theme
song.

CAS: Music, family, and
friends…plus Twilight.

TS: Soundtrack to my life.

Who or what always makes
you laugh?

CAS: “Victorious” theme
song.

BB: My husband.

CK: STU by Juicy J.

CK: Galo Rodriguez.

What would your first action
as President of the United
States be?
BB: Increase salaries in the
field of education.

If you could
be anyone else
at Northwest
for a day, who
would you be,
and why?

CAS: Sophia Louise because
she looks at everything in a
new, happy way and she is
pretty.
CK: Mr. Carlson before the
engagement.
If you were stranded on a
desert island, who would
you want to be stranded
with, and why?

TS: Get tailored for an
American Flag suit.

Monica Kirschmann

BB: Mrs.
Phillips
because she
is incredibly
intelligent,
disciplined,
organized,
and always
positive.

What would be your
personal theme song?

Mrs. Boyle
What would be the first thing
you would do if you won 10
million dollars?
BB: Scream and then start
spending. Of course I would
give a lot to charity, family,
friends, and definitely
renovate the teachers’s lounge
at Northwest.

CAS: Make a National Hug
Day because I believe a hug
a day can make the biggest
difference in someone’s life.
CK: Make sure Mr. Fitzpatrick
is my Vice President.
What movie could you watch
over and over again, and
why?
BB: The Usual Suspects,
Breakfast Club, Love Actually,
The Poseidon Adventure
(original), The Parent Trap
(original).
CAS: The Twilight series
because I love the idea of
an unconditional love for
someone.
CK: Anchorman; it is a
classic.

BB: My little man Casey Mac
because he would probably
make friends with the island
animals and help us to
survive.

If the whole world
were listening, what
would you say?

CAS: Edward Cullen because
he runs so fast that he could
carry me away to Forks,
Washington.

CAS: My name is
Chayla Alston-Smith
and I love you, Robert
Pattinson!

Caroline O’Neill

TS: Hello, World.

CK: Mr. Fletcher: worst-case
scenario he would build a
man cave.
What words of wisdom do
you live by?
BB: “To thine own self be
true.” -Shakespeare
TS: “It is not what you can do
but what you think you can
do.”
CAS: “Prayer can take you a
long way.”
CK: “60% of the time it works,
everytime.” –Brian Fantana
What three things could you
not live without?

Tyler Stites
CAS: I would pay off
everything my mom has to
work for, for me.
What annoys you the most?
BB: Impolite people.
TS: Driving below the speed
limit.
CAS: A straight face or when
people laugh with their
tongue out.
CK: When people touch my
face or talk in high pitched
monotone voices.

CK: Turn up!
If you could ask God
any one question,
what would it be?

CAS: Why did I get sick?
CK: How may Oreos have I
eaten in my life?
If you could have only one
food for the rest of your life
(assuming that this strange
situation would not affect
your health), which food
would you choose?
BB: Dessert.
TS: Pasta.
CAS: Pancakes, because they

are warm and
fluffy.
CK: Brazil Grill
Sausage.
If you could hear
what someone
is thinking for a
day, who would
you choose, and
why?
BB: Warren
Buffet, because
he is and has
been extremely
successful yet
very socially
conscious.
TS: A Southpark writer, so I
could think of a funny answer
to this question.
CAS: Traci Parker because I
do not understand her.

Monica Kirschmann

BB: My family, Ugg boots, and
ice cream.

Connor Krikawa
If you could manage any
professional sports team,
what team would you
choose?
BB: The one Jay-Z owns so
that I could become friends
with him and Beyonce.

CK: Seth McFarlane, because
he is the funniest person to
ever create a TV show.

TS: The Yankees.

What is your greatest
ambition in life?

CK: Montreal Expos

CAS: Los Angeles Lakers.

BB: Just to be happy.

What would be the title of
your autobiography?

TS: Accomplish something.

BB: Super Beth

CAS: To become a pediatric
dentist for children of
celebrities but also for average
folks’s children.

CAS: Spazzin’ Out: A Memoir
of my Ridiculous Life

CK: Own my own business.
Who is you hero, and why?
BB: My dad, because he was
such a great guy who had his
priorities in check by putting
family first yet worked hard
and enjoyed life.
CAS: My mom, because she
has done so much for me.

CK: Connor Krikawa: Straight
Cash
What magazine do you
always look forward to
getting in the mail?
BB: People.
TS: Golf Digest.
CK: Good Housekeeping.
What random fact are you
most proud to know?

CK: Flash
Gordon; no
explanation
necessary.
If you could
live anywhere
in the world,
where would
you live?
BB: In a big
comfy house
on a beach
Chayla Alston-Smith
for half the
year and in
BB: 2% of the population is
Manhattan for the other half.
redheaded.
TS: San Diego mansion on the
TS: 100% of people reading
beach.
this are literate.
CAS: London, England.
CK: Anatidaephobia
is the fear that you are
CK: Sri Lanka; it is beautiful.
being watched by a duck
somewhere, somehow.

Caroline O’Neill

What would people be
surprised to learn about you?
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Boys’ Basketball Battles and Rebuilds

Girls Keep Making Shots

By Matt Marshall

Caroline O’Neill

The girls’ basketball team has
powered through their early
games, and holds a record of
8-2. The team has lost only
two seniors and as last year’s
Class L quarterfinalists, they
are looking for even more

Haley Garcia ‘15 looks to
make a pass.
success in the tournament
this year. Using this year’s
motto “MTXE,” which means
mental toughness, extra effort,
the Indians are sure to meet
and exceed their goals.
Senior captains Alyssa
Reaves ‘13, Ali Connors
‘13, and Jacqui Denver
‘13 anchor the team. They
receive support offensively
and defensively from Alecia
Dulaire ’13, Megan Schuppe
’13, Mary Becker’13 and
Kathleen Sarpu ’13. Other big
scorers for the team include
sophomores Haley Connors

’15, Haley Garcia ’15 and Sofia
Giansiracusa ‘15. Garcia was
recently named the game’s
most outstanding player in
the Doc Hurley Scholarship
Classic against Weaver on
December 13th.
Although the season is
not over, there have been
many memorable moments.
One of the team’s biggest
accomplishments was
winning against E.O. Smith,
the team that knocked
Northwest out of the Class L
tournament last year. They
won 77-72 in this game,
which was their season
opener. After that win, the
Indians continued to win,
and as a result, their record is
impressive. Senior Captain
Ali Connors ’13 says “We
are a veteran team that is
led by eight seniors, and is
full of strong leadership and
potential, but we still have a
lot of basketball to go.”
Some upcoming tough
games for the girls include
Newington, and replaying
Farmington and Southington,
which are the only teams the
Indians have lost against.
Both games were close, with
the game against Southington
going into overtime. Despite
these losses, the girls have a
very high ranking in the CCC,
as well as the CCC-West.
As a result of this leadership,
teamwork, and great passing,
the girls have found success.
At press time, they had a
record of 12-6.

Just Keep Swimming
By Abigail Visintainer

In their matchup against the
Blue Devils of Plainville, the
Indians lost by a mere two
points. There were great
performances by Nick Ruddat
’13 in the 500-meter freestyle
and Matt Masciocci ’15 in the
100-meter breaststroke. In
spite of these struggles, the
team has seen some excellent

The Northwest Swimming
and Diving team started
the season strong, facing off
against the squad from East
Catholic. Colin McCarthy ’13
won all of his races, while
Alicia Morgan ’16 raced a
great 100-meter backstroke.
Also swimming well
was Erin Tully ’15 in the
500-meter freestyle, while
Tyler Stites ’13 dominated
the 100-meter freestyle.
Diving well for the Indians
was Kelsey Baker ’14.
Though the team fought
hard through every event,
they were outscored by
Haley Stites ‘16 swims to the wall.
East with a final score of
102-78. The team came back
individual performances.
with a big win against the
Thomas Vignati ’13 has
Bears of Granby. Winning
made strong appearances
all four of his races was Ian
in the 500-meter freestyle
McCarthy ’13, while Colin
throughout the season. The
McCarthy dominated his
team, led by captains Kunkel
opponents in the 100-meter
and Colin McCarthy, has been
butterfly. With such great
rebuilding this year, with a
performances, NWC was able very strong class of freshmen.
to edge out a win against
Lily Vincens ’15 notes that,
Granby with a final score
“The team support this year
of 92-88. The team faced a
is great! Even though each
difficult schedule later in the
member swims their own
season, and suffered some
race, everyone gets into it by
tough losses along the way.
cheering them to victory!”

Northwest Sports Teams Care

By Jenna Jordano

On Friday, January 18th, the
girls’ basketball team played
against Newington but this
was not just any ordinary
game. Instead, the game was
in honor of Sofia Giansiracusa
’15 and her battle with cancer.
In preparation for the game,
students purchased light blue
long sleeved shirts for fifteen
dollars with her number,
name, and personal motto
“faith, strength, trust.” All

was to raise awareness of this
particular cancer along with
money to help those currently
suffering from this condition.
More specifically, Sofia says,
“I think that what my team
did for me was amazing and
it meant a lot because they’ve
been supporting me from the
beginning. To have them do
something as incredible as
this was just amazing.” As
Sofia talks about the strength
of the girls’ basketball team,
the indoor track team is

one goal. He continues to
say, “That extends to those
who have ever been a part
of the Northwest Catholic
track team family, including
parents.” This project was also
in support of the fight against
breast cancer as a whole; it
did not stop with just the
track team. A staff member
of Northwest Catholic was
also recently diagnosed with
breast cancer and therefore
supports the cause. The track
team presented her with

the profits from the shirts
are going to the charity of
her particular cancer called
clival chondrosacroma. This
cancer is one that involves
a tumor that grows in the
skull base. The game itself
was to welcome her back to
the team and celebrate her
return, recognizing that she
both battled and beat cancer.
Teammate Ali Connors ’13
remarks, “We are so happy
to have Sofia back and
healthy. Our team is back
to full strength and she is
truly an inspiration for many
people including our team.”
Furthering this idea of an
inspiring experience, Sofia
comments on that its purpose

the same, except larger. A
recent alum’s mother was
diagnosed with breast cancer
this fall and with the help of
Fleet Feet of West Hartford,
the track team added pink
headbands to their uniform
this season. Owner of Fleet
Feet, Stephanie Blozy, offered
to donate 125 reversible
pink headbands for the
members of the team and
coaches. The headbands
were in honor of this alum
and his family, being that he
was a member of the track
program in his four years at
Northwest Catholic. Coach
Williamson reminds the team
every day that they are one
team and one family with

a headband the day that
they wore the headbands
together as a team. Along
with staff support, parents
of team members have been
donating money to purchase
one hundred additional
headbands that will be sold
to the rest of the school
community later on this year.
Northwest Catholic Athletic
Director, Mr. Martorelli,
proudly reflects, “The
entire Northwest Catholic
community is proud of these
student athletes for giving
back to the larger community
and raising awareness about a
disease that affects millions of
people in our country.”

Kimberly Sanders

After coming up short in a
heartbreaker last March in
the Class L state final against
Career Magnet, Northwest
hit the court looking to step
it up this season, despite
losing some top-notch talent.
However, the Indians did
not start off as strong as they
had hoped they would, and
currently stand at a record
of 5-6. The Indians have
been playing exceptionally
well, though, at home on
Mirabello Court. One of the
biggest home games of the
season was a 53-50 win over
Southington High School.
In the final minute when the
Indians found themselves
down just one point, Michael
Story Jr. ’14 came up with
a huge steal and sank four
free throws to secure a close
victory. Story Jr. led the
offense with twelve points,
while Nick Gaynor ‘13 added
nine points. Kenny Cox ‘14
and Matt Laffin ‘13, added
seven points each, while
Christian Thomas ‘15 had six.
Holding down the defense
against Southington were PJ
Edwards ‘13, Sam Lorenzo

nine points and Kenny
Cox ‘14 with eight. In the
final thirty seconds of
regulation time, Thomas
sank two freethrows to
force overtime. Northwest
held its own in overtime,
until Windsor managed to
sink two free throws with
less than three seconds
left in the period. The
Indians just missed in
their final attempt to pull
ahead of Windsor. The
game ended with a final
score of 47-45. The game
could not have been as
close as it was without
the defensive help of
PJ Edwards ‘13, Sam
Lorenzo ‘13 and Brendan
Fox ‘13. Though the team
has struggled somewhat,
both Gaynor and Story
Jr. have been having
exceptional seasons so far.
Both players have had a
strong offensive impact
Brendan Fox ‘13 goes for the three. for the Indians this year
and are the key to many
‘13 and Brendan Fox ‘13. The
games. Another factor
team suffered a tough loss in
when it comes to the Indians’
a nail-biting overtime contest
success is the defensive
against Windsor. Leading the
showing by PJ Edwards and
offense were Gaynor with
Matt Laffin. At press time,
fourteen points, Story Jr. with
their record was 9-7.
Art Rich Photography
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Boys and Girls Track: “One Team, One Family, and One Goal”

Another Strong Season for NWC Hockey
captains Garrett Wolf ’13,
Walter Hansen ’13, and Jeff
Greenwood ’13 all aim to
leave the Yale Whale this
year with a championship
trophy in hand. According
to Hunter, “Our goals for
the season are, to win the
state tournament, to win

ended in a stalemate, though
Northwest’s offense outFor this year’s seniors,
shot Newington-Berlin.
every season has ended in
The pressure paid off in
disappointment in New
the second period when
Haven. For two consecutive
Melanson scored just fiftyseasons, they were
seven seconds in. Momentum
eliminated in the semi-finals
was with Northwest and
and last year made school
Demitri Yao soon made the
history with
score 2-0. Looking
their first-ever
for some revenge
appearance
against Newingtonin a state
Berlin’s goalie, who
championship
had shut him out in
match but did
the championship
not emerge
game last season,
victorious.
Greenwood broke
They hope this
free and ripped a
is the year to
wrist shot into the
go all the way.
top corner of the net.
Although the
Though Newingtonteam has lost
Berlin did manage to
five seniors
get one past Hesketh,
from last year,
Northwest’s defense
and have also
remained solid. When
been moved
Newington-Berlin
from Division
pulled their goalie in
III up to
a last-ditch effort at a
Division II, the
comeback, Northwest
boys have had
scored an empty-netter
a great start
and won the game 4-1.
to the season. Pat Melanson ‘13 fights for the puck against Wethersfield. Northwest continued their
Coached by
conferences, and to become
winning streak against EO
Don Melanson, the team
the most successful hockey
Smith/Tolland/Windham.
faces new challenges
team in Northwest history.”
The team was down early
in Division II, facing
The starting line of Hunter,
1-0 after the first quarter
such teams as Guilford,
Melanson, and Greenwood
and recovered quickly with
Trumbull, and Conard.
with John Arel ’14 and
a goal a minute in. The
At press time, the team
Demitri Yao ’14 is backed up
Indians continued to score in
had a record of 10-3, with
by Zach Hesketh ’13 in goal.
the second with goals from
wins against Rocky Hill/
In his first season as the
Patrick Melanson ‘13, Garrett
RHAM, Windsor/East
Varsity starter, Hesketh has
Wolf ‘13, and Kevin Bompane
Granby, Simsbury, and
already held Northwest’s
‘13. Later on in this match,
Hall/Southington. The team
opponents to two shutouts.
Demitri Yao ‘14 soldified the
makes no secret of their
The team was tested early in
win with an empty-netter
goal to return to and win
a grudge match against the
with fifteen seconds left
the state championship this
co-op of Newington-Berlin;
in game. The win showed
year. Captains Pat Melanson
the team that defeated them
what’s in store for the rest of
’13 and Alex Hunter
in the state championship
the hockey season.
’13 along with assistant
game. The first period
Art Rich Photography

Taylor Borowiec

place on December 29th. Joe
Doyle ’13 came in second
place for the 3000 meter run.
Galo Rodriguez ‘13 clinched
a first place finish in the 55
meter hurdle. The team as a
whole placed in the top 20
in the 4x200 relay, and in the
top 10 for the 4x400 relay.
The “A” team was fifth in the
1600 sprint relay. Jared Delane
‘13 placed third in the 300
meter dash, and Northwest
was in the top ten for the
4x400 meter relay of freshmen
and sophomores. With all of
these wins, it looks as if the
team may reach their goals
and get to the state meet
again. Williamson believes
that the team has what it
takes to reach monumental
achievements this season,
adding, “If the team keeps
its focus on improving
incrementally every single
day, then by the end of the
season we should be in a
great position to achieve
our goals!” Fans will have
the opportunity to cheer on
these athletes at the State
Championship Meet for both
the boys and girls track teams
at Hillhouse High School at 10
a.m. on Saturday, February 9,
2013. Additionally, supporters
can follow @NWC_
TRACKnFIELD on Twitter for
team updates and results.

Athlete of the Season

By Jenna Jordano

memories of her experience.
Alyssa comments, “The most
Alyssa Reaves ’13 has been
memorable moment in my
playing basketball since she
career was freshman year in
was nine years old in the
the locker room after we had
fourth grade and now she
just lost to Hillhouse in the
is a senior captain on the
quarter finals. I remember
Girls’ Basketball Team. Her
seeing the seniors and how
dedication exceeds the regular upset they were when it hit
high school season into the
them that their high school
spring and summer as she
season had just ended. I knew
plays for the
then that that is
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Standing in the hallways
of Northwest Catholic
after school is dangerous
during the winter sports
season. This is because the
boys’ and girls’ track teams
practice by running lap
after lap around the school,
slowing down for no one.
This year, the girls’ track
team’s hard work in practice
is paying off. Most recently,
the team participated in the
Rhode Island Classic Track
and Field Invitational in
Providence, RI. Highlights
from the meet include a 2nd
place finish in the Girls’
Distance Medley Relay by
the team of Jenna Jordano
’13, Lauren Cenci ’15, Bitty
Lathrop ’13, and Sarah
Gillespie ’13. Their time
ranks as the 10th best in the
nation. Also at Providence,
Claire Hurtado ‘16 ran the
200 meter, Jenna Jordano ‘13
ran the 400 meter, Gabrielle
Giangreco ‘13 ran the 200
meter, and Bitty Lathrop
’13 ran the 800 meter in
the varsity Sprint Medley
Relay, finishing in 7th place.
Micayla Hopson ‘15, Allie
Kaehrle ‘14, and Mary
Papandrea ‘16 placed 6th
in the High Jump Relay.
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